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This is not about the history of the 

Voynich Manuscript (a.k.a VMS) if you need that visit 

Wikipedia for its background.  Moreover, this essay is 

about the text and pictures and what they could represent 

relating to the VMS.   I’m going to focus on what I think 

it is yes, think that’s right!  I have published six books on 

what I thought was fact, but I have to say now just 

proximities on what it could represent.  The last book was 

the, “House of Este: Voynich Manuscript” and its main 

thrust was a decipherment in Latin of dozen of folios; 

which included some main paragraph’s within the VMS, 

Astrology, the family  which I believed wrote it, 

Astronomy, cipher and providence. 

 I strongly think the VMS is a jumbled attempt by one 

of the Estes family members mainly, “Isabella d'Este” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isabella_d%27Este


using Leon Alberti’s cipher disk!  I would say estimating 

that the VMS is 80% Latin with a mix of some Italian, 

Middle English and possibly a little German as the core 

languages.  I have exhausted many years on folio 67r2 with 

some intriguing inquires as-well as folio 1r.  Here is what 

I believe is my best attempt so far to show astrology 

names for folio 67r2 of the VMS. 

https://www.dcode.fr/alberti-cipher 

 

 

Folio 1r was way more difficult and it primarily relied on 

Latin word frequencies.  It’s probably a disaster to read for 

https://www.dcode.fr/alberti-cipher


a Latin expert, but how well do we know was the Author 

trained in Latin so without further ado here is folio 1r  

from my book.  Incidentally North Wind in Latin fit 

perfectly and was the nick-name for Ercole 1 Este.

 

 



 

 

 



I forgot where I found this quote above and I don’t care, 

but it does fit the modes operantus for a warring family. 

 

Onto to the Castle and some Astronomy and then a 

commercial break grin… 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Palace where the Este’s stayed!  Remember I think I’m 

onto something with the VMS so it is subjective with 

some strong evidence for a limited decipherment.  What 

you may not know is that Alberti knew the Este family 

and worked for them.    If you find this intro interesting, 

then buy the f*cki*g book witch I worked on an off 

towards its completion since 2009 and up to now as I type 

January 16, 2018! 

 

 

 

 



Oops you will find all the stars mapped in my book.  

Thanks and farewell.  Tom 

https://www.amazon.com/House-Este-Voynich-

Manuscript-
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